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The Medieval Feminist Forum is published twice a year, in July and December. Subscriptions are always for two years (i.e. 4 issues), and may begin with any issue. Subscribers to Issue 28 received the Subsidia 1 Issue free. Future issues of Subsidia will be priced separately.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
Individuals U.S. $20.00 ($15.00 students and independent scholars)
Individuals Canada $21.00 ($16.00 students and independent scholars)
Individuals UK/Europe $24.00 ($19.00 students and independent scholars)
Individuals All Other $27.00 ($22.00 students and independent scholars)

Institutions U.S. $30.00
Institutions Canada $35.00
Institutions UK/Europe $40.00
Institutions All Other $45.00

A bound photocopy of Issues 6 (Fall 1988)–21 (Spring 1996) (including a bibliography from Issues 1-8) is available for $30.00 + $5.00 postage and handling ($40.00 + $5.00 postage and handling for institutions)

Individual copies of Subsidia 1 (special issue on Medieval Women and Film), as well as Issues 22 (Fall 1996); 23 (Spring 1997); 24 (Fall 1997); 25 (Spring 1998); 26 (Fall 1998); 27 (Spring 1999); and 28 (Fall 1999) are available at one-fourth above subscription prices plus $1.00 postage and handling per item.
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Medieval Feminist Forum
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1201 University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403-1201
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NON U.S. SUBSCRIBERS: PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH OR CHECKS NOT DRAFTED ON U.S. DOLLAR ACCOUNTS. PLEASE USE AN INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDER FOR U.S. DOLLARS INSTEAD.

If you have questions concerning subscriptions or back orders please contact Jan Emerson at mff@oregon.uoregon.edu

Individual subscribers to MFF in the U.K. may send checks of £15 sterling (£12 sterling for students and independent scholars) payable to U of Wales-Aberystwyth to:

Dr. Diane Watt
English Dept. University of Wales Aberystwyth
Hugh Owen Building
Penglais Aberystwyth Ceredigion
Wales SY 23 3 DY

For UK subscription information e-mail Diane Watt at pxw@aber.ac.uk